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Lifetime’s team for the 2019 Goodlife
Fitness Victoria Marathon! Thank you
to everyone who donated or otherwise
supported us.

Autism Funding

If you have Autism Funding, those funds can be used to purchase services
through Lifetime Networks.

Thank you to all of our donors and sponsors.
Together we are making a difference!

To help provide lasting friendship and support to people with disabilities,
I would like to make a donation to Lifetime Networks.
My cheque for:

$25		

$50		

$75

Please charge:

$25		

$50		

$75		

			

$___________ is enclosed.
$___________ to my:
Visa		

Mastercard

Card #:____________________________________ Exp:_____________ CSC: ______________
Name: ____________________________________ Signature:_____________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City: ______________________________________ Prov: __________ Postal Code:____________
Phone: ____________________________________ Email:__________________________________

Address: 102 - 4090 Shelbourne St. Victoria BC V8N 4P6
Phone: 250-477-4112 Email: info@LNV.ca Website: www.lifetimenetworks.org

Spotlight on the L.I.F.E-Based Program!
L.I.F.E.-Based is the new CLBC
support program being piloted
by Lifetime Networks. The
premise behind the program can
be summarized by the L.I.F.E.
acronym: Learning, Inclusion,
Friendships/Relationships, and
Employment. As these four words
indicate, L.I.F.E.-Based is a
program for individuals interested
in employment who are also
looking to experience growth in
their learning, relationships, and
community involvement.
A key feature of L.I.F.E.-Based
is how support ‘phases in’ and
‘phases out’ based on support
needs. When a L.I.F.E.-Based
participant experiences change
in their independence (as relating
to particular goals), the support
team responds by phasing in
or out to a level that accurately
represents the new level of
support need.
The goal behind the intentional
modification of support is to
prepare individuals for a future
beyond paid service. The
program will achieve this by
implementing a support model
that encourages participants to
rely less and less on consistent

weekly support to make their
lives happen. The support is
there when they need it, and not
there when they don’t!

Listen to Voluntary Noise
here: http://cfuv.uvic.ca/
cms/?show=voluntary-noise

A great example of L.I.F.E-Based
in action is Sean. He has been a
participant in the program from
the beginning (April 2019). Since
that time, Sean has made some
incredible progress in his goal
of achieving more community
inclusion and participation.
He has attained newfound
involvement in the CFUV
Voluntary Noise Radio Program
and is now the proud host of
Sean’s Pop Culture Corner at
CFUV 101.9, on air each week!
When Sean began at CFUV,
he received support in traveling
to and from its location at the
University of Victoria. A L.I.F.E.Based Community Support
Worker also helped Sean
prepare and record his weekly
segment. Now, with the exception
of a small amount of assistance
in prepping each week, Sean
has become independent in
maintaining all aspects of his
role! This is exactly what L.I.F.EBased is all about.

We’re on Social Media!
/LifetimeNetworksVictoria
/LifetimeNetworksVictoria
/LNVic
/Lifetime-Networks-Victoria
/Lifetime Networks

Fostering networks of friendship and support
for people with diversabilities to enhance community.

Community Engagement

InclusionWorks!

Kathy has been volunteering in the clothing department of ‘Our Place’
for two and a half years now! She has developed really great relationships with the ‘Our Place Family Members.’ Her natural friendly and
chatty nature brightens many people’s days and builds lasting bridges
along the way. Over her years of service, Kathy has been flexible and
eager to learn new and varied aspects of her role. During her volunteer shift, Kathy puts donated clothes on hangers and hangs them on
the racks so that people using Our Place services can source clean
outfits.
Recently, another Community Engagement participant, Micah, has
also begun volunteering at ‘Our Place’. He fits right in and does all he
can to help. One of his special gifts is anticipating needs. Something
spills on the floor? Micah’s on it! Somebody has an armful of clothes?
Micah offers the person a bag! Need fashion advice? Micah lets you
know when you’re looking good!

Happy New Year from all of us at Inclusion Works! It has been an
eventful winter for us: we visited Butchart Gardens over the holiday
season, ice skated both indoors and outdoors, made some in-house
crafts with the help of Courtney’s Cricut machine, and continue to
put solid work into our community garden project in Colwood. The
participants continue to pursue their own goals and dreams. Many
participants continue to have and hold paid work and volunteer roles,
we also have another participant auditing his second class at UVic.
Inclusion Works has big plans for 2020! A few goals include: another
group trip to Vancouver, another big group meal at a restaurant, and
further improving our construction knowledge and skills. Make sure to
say hi if you see us in the community!

Sessionals

Have you ever considered volunteering at ‘Our Place’? New volunteers are always welcome!

Employment

We welcomed several new Sessional instructors and volunteers to the
team in 2019, including Alicia, Chery, Lahna, Lyndsey, Sarah, Sonja and
Joshua. We were thrilled to have them join our experienced long-term
instructors and volunteers Cam, Juan, Tiffany, and Jasmine.

The Employment Program has some fantastic updates! Proactive activities that often lead to employment include reaching out to employers to let them know about individuals who are keen to work. One
exceptional success in the program is a tech-savvy job seeker who connected with a local IT employer and was hired for a tech-support position that pays accordingly (upper wage scale). Another job
seeker identified his passion for toyshops; he landed a position at Toys ‘R Us! His supervisor has rave
reviews about him as a person and professional.

The end of 2019 also saw new Sessionals being offered, including Literacy and Healthy Sexuality. The Literacy group met on Wednesdays
at Lifetime Networks to learn about words and reading, play games and
build friendships. This intrepid group even went on a field trip to the
nearby library in the middle of a rainstorm, reminding us that there is
nothing cozier than curling up with a book when it’s wet and cold outside.

We also assist people with job-related supports and resources. For example, when a young job seeker
needed job search attire, the Employment Facilitator reached out to a local resource called Wear2Start
and nominated the young woman as a recipient. Because of this, she increases her opportunities in
the world of work!

Theatre Troupe

On November 29th and 30th, the Theatre Troupe performed
“Santa’s Sick Seasonal Spectacular” to near sellout crowds
at the Langham Court Theatre! It was a great way to begin
the holiday season with family, friends and fellow theatre
goers.
Stay tuned for the next show, May 15th and 16th at the
Langham Court Theatre. Details to follow, but a hot tip says
the show might involve time travel!
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We continue to offer popular Sessionals such as Social Cooking, Music,
Art Studio, Gals’ Group and Friday and Saturday Night Socials. Many
of these programs fill up to capacity a month before they start, so please
remember to register early to avoid disappointment. You might not realize this, but you can register your name on the list for future Sessionals
through the summer and fall of 2020.

These programs will be offered again in the Spring 2020 term if there are
enough people interested in them, so please let us know by registering
early.

Networks
The Networks program continues to expand and offer genuine friendships in the community. We began
three new Networks since our last newsletter. We have also hired three new Network Facilitators, and
welcomed 12 new Network Friends. The in-office Networks team now consists of Heather (Program
Manager), Emily (Volunteer Recruitment Facilitator) and Martina (Network Facilitator Lead). We work
together with our 30 Network Facilitators out in the community. Please get in touch if you are interested
in learning more about this exciting program!
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Occupational Health & Safety tips for snow

removal:

Fresh snow is a lot easier to move than wet snow!
Lift with your legs and not your back. Take many breaks when shoveling.
When taking a break, ensure you go inside to stay warm; people have increased probability for contracting hypothermia directly after physical excursion outside in the cold. This is because our body is dissipating heat after
energy expenditure.
When clearing a driveway or lot, begin at the low-point by clearing the storm drains to allow a quicker thaw.
Salt helps lower the freezing point of water, which is why it helps manage ice.
Before driving in the snow, ensure you have cleared ALL the snow from your vehicle. This includes the roof.
Remember, be a good citizen and help clear your neighbor’s driveway, too.
It is everyone’s responsibility to ensure that sidewalks and building accesses are clear for the public’s safety and
comfort.
If you are clearing a sidewalk or side street, please be mindful of where you are piling excess snow.
Also, don’t forget: try and enjoy the snow when we have it!
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